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“The quality of Illulian’s fine rugs is a perfect 
balance between tradition and modernity 

for the finest corners of design”

Founded in 1959, the company headed by 
Davis and Bendis Ronchetti, is an exclusive 
benchmark in the field of antique as well as 
luxurious contemporary rugs, with collections 
that, besides being exclusive furnishing 
proposals, represent true works of art that 
retain their charm unaltered over time.
Illulian’s prestigious showroom is located in 
Milan’s fashion district in Via Manzoni 41. 
It holds both, the most innovative contemporary 
proposals that reflect the latest design trends,  
as well as truly rare antique one-of-a-kind rugs 
and tapestries.



QUALITY

Raw materials carefully selected  
are worked by hand by nomadic 

Tibetan shepherds. 

Raw materials attentively selected and ancient craftsmen’s knotting 
techniques give our rugs their very preciousness. The combination 
between 100% pure silk and Himalayan wool offers the client a product 
that is elegant and resistant at the same time.   
The main characteristics of our rugs are their softness and sheen as well as 
the nuances from use of vegetable and mineral colors. 
The effect is beyond compare. 

We carry three different qualities:

Platinum120 
The most exclusive line. It stands out for the incredibly high quality and 
for the extremely complex handwork that allows to make unbeliveable 
detailed designs due to its 180,000 knots per square meter.

Gold100 
Hand-knotted, Gold100 is our most appreciated line with a density of 
152,000 knots per square meter.

Silver60 
Same materials as other lines but used on tufted rugs made with hand-
made insertions; it offers 86,000 knots per square meter.
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Six lines characterize Illulian’s
extremely wide offer:



Reinvented modern, minimalist designs together with floral and geometric 
motifs compose this collection by mixing the latest fashion trends with 
functionality and modernity.
Proposals with forms and decorations, inspired by art or nature, and 
emphasised by the rich range of brilliant vegetal colours. 
Whether black or white, delicate hues or shocking colours, the chromatic 
appeal of these rugs is irresistible. 
The rugs in this line are an inexhaustible source of wonder, playing with 
texture to unleash pure creativity.

KINTSUGI - The rug in the side page owes its name to Kintsugi, the ancient 
Japanese art of repairing objects with the introduction of gold or precious 
metals that highlight and enhance the breaks thus adding value to the 
whole item.
Similarly, the “cracks” of the carpet are filled with liquid gold, creating an 
effect of great scenic impact. 
A texture with huge expressive power that is distinctly glamorous and 
unconventional.

Design collection
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Rehab Version A,
Design Collection.
Palazzo Morando, 
Milano , il progetto di 
Antonio Citterio 
e Patricia Viel per Elle 
Decor Grand Hotel – 
The Open House .



FLOW Ver. Custom

The veins and colours of semiprecious stones 
enhance Flow, a rug that unleashes all of the 

material power of stone through its 
hyper-realistic texture of multiple shades.

SKYLA Ver. A

Geometric colored splinters characterize Skyla, 
an elegant rug suitable for any space, thanks to 
its contemporary and captivating color palette.

DESIGN COLLECTIONDESIGN COLLECTION
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PALACE COLLECTION PALACE COLLECTION

From Damask to Liberty, from warm, enwrapping colours to the most 
delicate, refined hues, Palace Collection offers highly sophisticated 
proposals, designed to fit well in both modern and classical interiors, from 
the interior of Florentine mansions to the metropolitan lofts of the Big 
Apple. 
The Palace Collection shows stylistic elements inspired to a glorious past 
reinvented by adding a contemporary touch. Ancient documents, Venetian 
buildings, Portoguese balconies have been melted and transformed giving 
to this collection a unique and à la mode look.

COLETTE - In the side page. Ancient decorations with an unfinished charm 
are reinterpreted with a contemporary twist, featuring a palette of delicate 
shades. Colette is a majestic rug with a great personality, suitable for 
furnishing the most exclusive interiors. An expression of grace that reveals 
the magical signs of time, declined in a more current design.

Palace collection
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Casanova Version A,
Palace Collection.
Credits: Palazzo Borromeo 
d’Adda



NOOR Ver. A

Persian traditional design dematerialized 
assumes a raw and smooth finishing for an 

extraordinary and rich result that unifies East 
to West like the Silk Road.

LACY Ver. A

Magnetic and original design, but always sober 
and elegant, Lacy attracts the viewer in an 

endless series of geometric vortices.
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“Like a mandala inspired by Brunelleschi, 
Sottosopra represents a reversal 

of the escape plan to change perspective 
on things and life.”

Sottosopra I
by Fabio Novembre,

Limited Edition



The most exclusive collection by Illulian, bears the signatures of numerous 
experts from the international artistic scenario: yet another confirmation 
of the attention devoted by the Company to a universe of design which is 
more and more attuned to cross-pollination with other fields of endeavour: 
architecture, painting, sculpture, fashion, photography and television. 
Each rug represents a story about the personality and the life of its creator.

PLEASE WAIT by Luca Nichetto - After pressing the Enter key to start a 
search for images, for a fleeting moment Google shows a series of colored 
boxes as visual syntax of images ready to be viewed. The carpet “Please 
Wait ...” fixes on its surface in wool and silk that disappearing pattern. 
Considered as a tribute, the relief mosaic of colors and shades refers to the 
results of different web searches related to the main countries historically 
known in the weaving of carpets. Therefore, each version of “Please Wait 
...” offers the distinctive colors of different traditions.

Limited edition
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MAKAN by Illulian Design Studio

Not for everyone, Makan represents the per-
fect match between power and elegance by 

showing a tiger cut like a diamond that makes 
this rug impressive even hung vertically.

ROY by EMTIVI STUDIO

Gorgeous game of lines and rounds, Roy is an 
unbeliveable show itself able to immediately 

transform a room in a set taken from the Great 
Gatsby.
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Roy by Emtivi Studio,
Limited Edition
Credits: DCASA



The precious Marina Collection by Illulian is dedicated to all the lovers of 
the sea and the marine world, designed to enrich picturesque sea-houses 
and the luxurious interiors of boats and yachtes; getting inspired  by the 
sea, this line explores its rich universe of shapes and colours, breathing life 
into an entire series of imaginative, elegant and original motifs.

SEYCHELLES - In the side page. A texture of shells forms a wonderful seabed 
on which to walk: it is Seychelles, a carpet designed for the nautical world 
that combines the aesthetics and creativity typical of Illulian.

Marina collection
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St. Barth rug,
Marina Collection.
Palazzo Ricorsi Hotel
Gallipoli



The Kids Collection of Illulian is reserved to children, reflecting in its lively 
patterns, childlike forms, coloured figures and original images, without 
forgetting the high-quality, the richness and elegance of Illulian. Bubu, 
Dino, Space Nana, Niki Monster; a playful line which ILLULIAN presents as 
a special collection, giving space also to blithe and fairy forms, unique in 
their kind.

SPACE NANA - We start for a journey in the space with Nana, a nice and 
colorful robot, with cheerful and intense colors, perfect for decorating the 
children’s room.

Kids Collection
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Bubu version B,
Kids Collection.



Antique Chinese, Turkish, Persian, Caucasian, Indian, Kilim and Sumak 
rugs compose the luxurious Antique Rugs Collection of Illulian. Inimitable 
proposals coming from all over the world, from different periods, to furnish 
with charm the most exclusive interiors, aesthetic masterpieces of exquisite 
workmanship that stem from a long, extremely rigorous creative process  
and exalt the quality of the raw materials, all of them highly valuable.

The Antique rugs
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Agra Palazzo rug,
The Antique rug



Illulian Design Studio represents one of the company’s strenghts as it 
plays a key role in every aspect of the design of each rug. 
The offer includes a complete and professional service that helps each 
customer to design his own rug step by step. 
The design begins from a preliminary concept developed according to 
customers’ taste. The next step in the process involves the definition of 
the materials and colours used to create a unique and incomparable rug. 
The “custom made” rugs are then presented to customers thanks to 
photorealistic renderings that allow to have a concrete idea of the model 
before it will be sent to production. 
The exclusive collections of Illulian are the result of the great devotion that 
each member of the studio put into his work. 
What results are unique and precious pieces totally customised that allow 
our clients to have exclusive designs that nobody else has. 

The design studio
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THE DESIGN STUDIO

3D simulation
for a client





CONTRACT

Over the past decades, the Contract division has become a reference point 
for important firms of the Architecture and Interior Design’s panorama. 
These firms rely on our contract division for projects such as: residential, 
hospitality, yacht design, and fashion. Illulian Design Studio supports 
customers in every phase of the production of exclusive rugs by providing 
a solution for each project request based on a deep technical knowledge 
developed along 60 years of history. 
The experience gained drive us to select natural and environmentally 
friendly  materials that keep theirs beauty and quality without being 
polluting; moreover, we are always seeking for novelties and creative 
solutions in order to offer something really new for every collection. 
A strong planning process is crucial in order to realize unique and 
comfortable rugs that will satisfy the desires of each customer. 
This is why Illulian is pleased and honored to collaborate and dialogue with 
architecture and interior design firms.

Contract
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in Milan



St. Regis Hotel
in Florence



Custom rug, 
Isaia store.
Credits: ISAIA



Above, Dsquare rug,
in the side page 

Vogue rug, 
Design collection.

Credits: Ferragamo



Illulian has two press offices, an italian as well as an international. As 
a result, our designs are advertised in the most famous italian and 
international magazines.

GRID - Design Collection: A geometric mesh, characterized by neutral 
and minimal tones, is repeated over the entire surface of the Grid model. 
Perfect as a piece of furniture and decoration, this rug stands out for its 
unique combination of modern taste and elegance.

Press campaign
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In this page Reflex,
Design Collection

CREDITS: Living, 
Il Corriere della Sera
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In this page Dazzle,
Design Collection,

CREDITS: The Fashionable 
Lampoon 

In this page Woodstock,
Design Collection,
CREDITS: The Fashionable 
Lampoon 



In this page Ether,
Limited Edition 

by Karim Rashid,
CREDITS: INTERNI magazine



2019
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED ®

SHOWROOM

Via Manzoni, 41 20121 Milano (MI), Italy 
T: +39 026575418 
info@illulian.com 

THE BASEMENT
Via del Vecchio Politecnico 5, 20121 Milano (MI), Italy

www.illulian.com

MAISON&OBJECT
January 18th-22nd, 2019

Paris

SALONE DEL MOBILE
April 9th-14th, 2019

Milano

ICFF
May 19th-22nd, 2019

New York

DOWNTOWN DESIGN
November 12th-15th, 2019

Dubai

See you at
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